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1: Nick Cutter | Official Publisher Page | Simon & Schuster
LITTLE HEAVEN, by Nick Cutter is a book that had all of the things that I generally love in a horror story: gore,
supernatural, dark comedy (the three "heroes"), and action. So why the star rating then?

A person who is excessively fond of reading. Cutter writes some scary sh To this day if I think about The
Troop I get all squeamish. In three guns for hire band together instead of killing each other to rescue a boy
from a religious cult echoes of Jonestown deep in the woods of New Mexico. What awaits them is much
darker and devilish that expected. We know they survive but not unscathed and fifteen years later they are
called upon again to return to the site of Little Heaven. Cutter flips the narrative from past to present, as the
reader slowly begins to understand what was faced in and what they are marching back into in Although the
book has specific time frames attached to it, I felt like the story was in some nebulous time frame with an old
timey Western feel. The three gunfighters are all fleshed out with distinct personalities, strengths and foibles.
The reader cannot help but be on their side - despite them being killers in their own rights. My favourite was
the lead - Micah Shughrue. The Dark Tower series sprang to mind for me and the publisher has mentioned It
in the book description. Cutter lists King as one of his favourite authors and influences. That band of misfits
against all evil theme sucks me in every time. Cutter has a way with descriptions. Darkness stuffed into his
mouth and eye sockets, teeming in his nostrils and perched heavy on his chest. Perhaps a bit too much for this
reader. Creepy, chilling and scary as hell. Not for the faint at heart - or if bugs really get to you Read an
excerpt of Little Heaven below.
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2: Little Heaven by author Nick Cutter
Little Heaven is another excellent addition to Nick Cutter's growing body of work, a grotesque masterpiece that sets the
bar high for horror fiction in " (Cemetery Dance) "Cutter proves yet again that he is a master of thoughtful pulp
www.enganchecubano.com with dread from the very first lines.

Pumping new life into the corpse of the book review Title: Little Heaven Who wrote it? Horror pen name for
Craig Davidson. Plot in a box: Three hired mercenaries infiltrate a religious compound in the woods.
Twenty-ish years later, the creepy shit returns. Invent a new title for this book: Creepy Shit in the Woods Read
this if you like d: Said lead s would be portrayed in a movie by: Ellen - Natalie Zea Justified Setting: Would
you want to live there? What was your favorite sentence? The man the townsfolk knew as Gardener walked
into the Glory with a Deathstalker in a glass jar. Here is a good tip for all you writers out there: Here is another
bit of advice: Good characterization does not equal interrupting the flow of a story to add multiple pages of
background information nobody really cares about. In the s story, three mercenaries are hired by a woman to
save her nephew from a whacko religious cult in the woods. They encounter a genuinely terrifying presence
deep in the forest while traveling to the compound during the night. The creatures haunting Little Heaven are
original, yes, but the more you think about them, the more hilarious they seem. If only an editor had thrown it
all in a blender before publication and salvaged the substance spattered against the lid, maybe this review
would be more positive. Not by any stretch. For one thing, the villain we have here, a psycho preacher named
Amos, is basically a knock-off Jim Jones, except Amos lacks all of the charisma required to reach cult-leader
status. Not once was I given a reason to believe anybody would ever trust Amos enough to follow him to
Little Heaven.
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From electrifying horror author Nick Cutter comes a haunting new novel, reminiscent of Cormac McCarthy's Blood
Meridian and Stephen King's It, in which a trio of mismatched mercenaries is hired by a young woman for a deceptively
simple task: check in on her nephew, who may have been taken against his will to a remote New Mexico backwoods
settlement called Little Heaven.

Shortly after they arrive, things begin to turn ominous. Stirrings in the woods and over the treetopsâ€”the
brooding shape of a monolith known as the Black Rock casts its terrible pall. Paranoia and distrust grips the
settlement. The escape routes are gradually cut off as events spiral towards madness. Hellâ€”or the closest
thing to itâ€”invades Little Heaven. The remaining occupants are forced to take a stand and fight back, but
whatever has cast its dark eye on Little Heaven is now marshalling its powersâ€¦and it wants them all.
Secondly, and more importantly, I felt in some respects I was reading a Western. So much so I had to go back
and check the date that is mentioned at the beginning of the text. It says nineteen eighty rather than eighteen
eighty. With a couple of notable exceptions, KC and the Sunshine Band being one, this feels like a western. I
suspect my brain is making this connection down to the fact that the main character are all modern day
gunslingers. The trio of Micah Shughrue, Minerva and Eb are perfectly realised. There is a complex dynamic
that develops between as the plot unfolds. Micah has that near mystical stoic cowboy outlook. He has been to
war and seen the dark side of humanity. It has given him a unique outlook on life and insight into the nature of
good and evil. Loyal to a fault, and driven by a need to see any task through to completion, he is beyond
dependable. Next is Minerva, she is a troubled soul. Minny is full of rage and has unexpressed anger that is
slowly ripping her apart from within. Finally, there is Eb. He is the capitalist of the group. For Eb, the job is
never personal, it is all about the payday. Snarky, and always ready with a barbed retort, the acerbic
Englishman was as a personal favourite. After a short preamble, that establishes the trio, the action moves to
Little Heaven. You quickly start to spot a growing sense of unease appearing in the tone of narrative. There is
something horribly wrong in what should be an idyllic rural settlement. When Micah, Minerva and Eb arrive
they pick on the wrongness of the place almost immediately. Each of them recognise the sinister malevolence
that permeates this insular community. His fire and brimstone sermons have an almost hypnotic effect on his
followers. You know straight away that Amos is going to snap at some point. It is just a matter of how
spectacularly and when. This ticking time bomb of a character adds a nice sense of urgency to proceedings.
The narrative uses the neat trick of switching between two different time periods very effectively. A large
chunk of the action takes place in the mid nineteen sixties but this bookended with chapters set in nineteen
eighty. It is particularly interesting to view how characters have evolved in the intervening years. The three
main protagonists are all fundamentally changed by their experiences during their first visit to Little Heaven.
Fifteen years of living with their actions has left a mark. A word of warning, if you are plagued by a delicate
disposition then I would suggest you might want to give Little Heaven a miss. The horrific elements are
delightfully visceral and unrelentingly unpleasant. There is an evil in the backwoods and it is infecting
everything, especially the local wildlife. Some force is merging together all manner of critters creating nasty
new beasts. This army of wretched by-blows are driven by destruction and death. The must eat, they must
consume, they must destroy. It is obvious that Cutter relishes detailing their inherent vileness. This is why the
ham sandwich was such a bad idea. There is also some vividly descriptive body horror going on. Characters
die in the bloodiest ways imaginable. Nick Cutter deserves an award, he has succeeded in grossing out this
jaded old soul. Buried beneath all the horror, there is much more to enjoy. Its impressive when a novel
manages to elicit such an emotive response. It might not appear so at first glance but Little Heaven is also a
story about loyalty, sacrifice and even redemption. There are a couple of moments that are going to choke up
even the most hard-hearted of readers. The ultimate resolution for one of the characters is both heartbreakingly
sad yet somehow hopeful in the same breath. Like the kids say â€” it gave me all the feels. Especially when
they write in my favourite genre. I fell into exactly the same trap here. Based on how much I enjoyed Little
Heaven, I need to remedy this situation as soon as possible. Little Heaven is published by Simon and Schuster
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4: Little Heaven by Nick Cutter | Free Book Bay
"Nick Cutter's Little Heaven is a sprawling epic that can stand alongside the best of 80's King, Barker, and McCammon.
It pits the coolest and most unlikely bounty hunters against an old time religious cult and the ickiest creation this side of
John Carpenter's The Thing.

5: Bookshots: 'Little Heaven' by Nick Cutter | LitReactor
Little Heaven is the novel where Nick Cutter finally stretches his horror out. In The Deep and The Troop, Cutter's two
previous novels for Gallery Books (Cutter also wrote The Acolyte, published.

6: A Bookworm's World: Little Heaven - Nick Cutter
Little Heaven, as described by Cutter (the pseudonym of Canadian writer Craig Davidson), is a big slice of hell. And this
deeply disturbing story throws the reader right into the thick of it, along with a trio of mercenaries who encounter the
supernatural within a Jonestown-like religious compound.

7: Review: Nick Cutterâ€™s Little Heaven takes horror to the outer reaches - The Globe and Mail
The creatures haunting 'Little Heaven' are original, yes, but the more you think about them, the more hilarious they
seem. Nick Cutter, author of The Troop and The Deep. Horror pen name for Craig Davidson. Minerva, a rookie bounty
hunter later blessed/cursed with an inability to be killed. Ebenezer.

8: Editions of Little Heaven by Nick Cutter
Shortly after they arrive, things begin to turn ominous. Stirrings in the woods and over the treetopsâ€”the brooding
shape of a monolith known as the Black Rock casts its terrible pall.

9: Little Heaven (Audiobook) by Nick Cutter | www.enganchecubano.com
In Little Heaven, Nick Cutter gives his readers an audacious 20th Century horror-western epic. Cutter's latest novel
might be one of the strangest and wildest reads of Cutter's latest novel might be one of the strangest and wildest reads
of
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